Thank you for downloading our submission form!
Just a few things of note to make your submission easier.
	Pictures attached should be 300DPI
	supported formats are JPEG, TIFFS or PSD's
	sending links to Dropbox, Zipfiles and WeTransfer is also acceptable
	please send between 6-10 images, the more you send the more variety we have to choose from when creating your feature
	Any images sent by a model etc must have the permission of the photographer 
	It is possible that we may use ONE image from your set for promo purposes on social media sites. We always credit those involved when doing so, but if  you would prefer us not to then please let us know!
	If you are an artist or poet using this form, leave fields blank where questions  aren't applicable to you
	the images you send us must not already be published or pending for publication else where
	IMPORTANT! we are currently in the process of building a website, anyone's images we publish may be incorporated into our website to promote yourself and our magazine. Credits will always be given and found under the credits tab. If this is something you do not want please let us know at the end of this form!

Thanks! Rozalind Williams and Lauren Marie.

1. Name :
2. Company name (How you’d like to be credited in the article) :
3. Title of Set :
4. Names of Model(s) Used :
5. Name of Make-Up Artist :
6. Name Of Stylist (if any) :
7. Clothing Designer(s) or appropriate credits for clothing/jewellery etc :
8. Order preferred for photographs (If Any) :
9. Your Website/Blog/FB:
10. Are you happy for us to use ONE image from your set for promo purposes on various social medias such as FB, twitter, tumblr and MM? You will, of course be appropriately credited. Y/N
Notes:





  


